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Setting for this talk

I Fock matrix construction in the Hartree-Fock method of quantum
chemistry

I Distributed Fock matrix construction: partitioning problem to

balance load and reduce communication

This talk will present:
I a simplified version of the problem in an abstract way
I one possible solution approach using hypergraph partitioning
I the realistic version of the problem
I a solution to the realistic problem, but the problem is still open!

Quantum chemistry: many applications, many parallel codes, much
work on distributed Fock matrix construction.



Simplified abstract problem
The Fock matrix is partitioned by blocks, one block for each compute
node.

A task is represented by a shell quartet (MN|PQ), where M, N, P, Q
are shell indices, M = 1, . . . ,nshells, etc.

The set of tasks is sparse.

Communication required by task (MN|PQ): a task updates the
following elements of the Fock matrix, called shell pairs: (M,N),
(P,Q), (M,P), (N,P), (M,Q), (N,Q). Note: the Fock matrix is
symmetric.

Problem: find how the tasks should be assigned to nodes in a
balanced way while minimizing communication.



Solution approach using hypergraph partitioning
Chavarrı́a-Miranda, Halappanavar, Krishnamoorthy, Manzano, Vishnu,
Hoisie, On the impact of execution models: a case study in
computational chemistry, IPDPS Workshops, 2015.



Solution approach using hypergraph partitioning
(Assume a fixed partitioning of the Fock matrix.)



Solution approach using hypergraph partitioning
(Assume a fixed partitioning of the Fock matrix.)



Issues with the hypergraph approach
Realistic problems have too many shell quartets for hypergraph
partitioning. (Some grouping of shell quartets is possible.)

Not possible to list all the shell quartets. Cannot represent an arbitrary
list of shell quartets assigned to a node.

But, the approach can be used to help design other more efficient

approaches.

Assuming the hypergraph approach gives a “best” partitioning, what is
the communication cost, and what do the partitions look like?



Solution approaches utilizing geometric information and
sparsity structure

Geometric information can be used to help reduce partitioning cost.

A shell is associated with a geometric coordinate (an atomic center).

A shell quartet has magnitude related by the integrals

(ij|kl) =
Z

fi(x1)fj(x1)r
�1
12 fk(x2)fl(x2)dx1dx2

where x1 and x2 are coordinates in R3, and r12 = kx1 � x2k.

Symmetry

(ij|kl) = (ji|kl) = (ij|lk) = (kl|ij) = · · ·

Schwarz Screening

(ij|kl)
p
(ij|ij)

p
(kl|kl) t



Numerically nonzero shell quartets
Basis functions are grouped into shells.
A shell quartet is the set of integrals:

(MN|PQ)⌘ {(ij|kl) s.t. i 2 shell M, j 2 shell N, k 2 shell P, l 2 shell Q}
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System: C24H50 with cc-pVDZ (294 shells, 586 functions)



Fock matrix structure

Fij = Hcore
ij +Â

kl
Dkl (2(ij|kl)� (ik |jl))

where (ij|kl) denotes an element of a 4-index electron repulsion
integral (ERI) tensor.



Coulomb and exchange matrices

Fij = Hcore
ij +2Â

kl
Dkl(ij|kl)�Â

kl
Dkl(ik |jl)

F = Hcore +2J �K

Suppose we have computed the shell quartet (MN|PQ), then

JMN = ÂDPQ(MN|PQ)

JNM = ÂDPQ(NM|PQ)

JMN = ÂDQP(MN|QP)

JNM = ÂDQP(NM|QP)

JPQ = ÂDMN(PQ|MN)

JQP = ÂDMN(QP|MN)

JPQ = ÂDNM(PQ|NM)

JQP = ÂDNM(QP|NM)

KNQ = ÂDMP(MN|PQ)

KMQ = ÂDNP(NM|PQ)

KNP = ÂDMQ(MN|QP)

KMP = ÂDNQ(NM|QP)

KQN = ÂDPM(PQ|MN)

KPN = ÂDQM(QP|MN)

KQM = ÂDPN(PQ|NM)

KPM = ÂDQN(QP|NM)
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Distributed computation of the Fock matrix
F and D are distributed; each node stores a part of F and D

1 for unique shell quartets (MN|PQ) do

2 if (MN|PQ) is not screened out then

3 Compute shell quartet (MN|PQ)
4 Receive submatrices DMN , DPQ , DNP , DMQ , DNQ , DMP

5 Compute submatrices FMN , FPQ , FNP , FMQ , FNQ , FMP

6 Send submatrices of F to their owners
7 end

8 end

Two basic options for distributed parallelization:
I Dynamic scheduling of tasks, where a task is a set of shell

quartets
I Static partitioning of the shell quartets, maintaining load balance,

and minimizing communication of D and F



Static partitioning problem

Balance the number of non-screened shell quartets in each partition.

Each partition should use a minimal set of D and F submatrices.



Partitioning framework
1D partitioning for p nodes

(Mi , : | :, :)⌘ {(MN|PQ), s.t. M 2 Mi , for all N,P,Q}, i 2 {1, . . . ,p}

2D partitioning for pr ⇥pc nodes

(Mi ,Nj | :, :)⌘ {(MN|PQ), s.t. M 2 Mi , N 2 Nj , for all P,Q},
i 2 {1, . . . ,pr}, j 2 {1, . . . ,pc}

(Mi , : |Pk , :)⌘ {(MN|PQ), s.t. M 2 Mi , P 2 Pk , for all N,Q},
i 2 {1, . . . ,pr}, j 2 {1, . . . ,pc}

Two “types” of 2D partitioning.
One type each of 1D, 3D, and 4D partitioning.

We use 2D partitions of the form (Mi , : |Pk , :).



2D partitioning
Define a slice or task as TMP ⌘ (M, : |P, :). This leads to a task matrix.

Even grouping of shell indices – assumes number of non-screened
shell quartets will average out
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Uneven grouping of shell indices – adjust grouping to balance number
of non-screened shell quartets in each partition
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Estimating the number of non-screened shell quartets in a
task (M, : |P, :)

Define �(M) to be the set of indices of shells that have nearby centers
to shell M, i.e., shell M and shells in �(M) are “close.”

Set of non-screened shell quartets in (M, : |P, :) is contained in

{(MN|PQ) s.t. N 2 �(M),Q 2 �(P)}.

Good upper bound on number of non-screened shell quartets is
h(M)h(P), where h(M) is the number of elements in �(M).



Estimating the number of non-screened shell quartets in a
task (100, : |200, :)
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Number of non-screened shell quartets in (M, : |P, :)
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System: C24H50 with cc-pVDZ (294 shells, 586 basis functions)



Uneven grouping of shell indices
Group the indices M into sets Gi such that the sum of the h(M) for
each subset is about the same,

Â
M2Gi

h(M)⇡ h⇤.

Task (M, : |P, :) is assigned to partition (i, j) if M 2 Gi and P 2 Gj .

Then for partition (i, j), the estimated number of non-screened shell
quartets is

Â
M2Gi
P2Gj

h(M)h(P) = Â
M2Gi

h(M)⇥ Â
P2Gj

h(P)⇡ (h⇤)2

which is approximately balanced with other partitions.



Choose partitions to balance cost
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Bottom-middle block is

[h(5)+h(6)] [h(2)+h(3)+h(4)]



What communication is required for a task?
After computing (M, : |P, :), what are the submatrices of D and F that
are needed?

Submatrices of D that are needed are contained in

(M,�(M)), (P,�(P)), (�(M),�(P))

i.e., DMN , DPQ , DNP , DMQ , DNQ , DMP are all contained in one of the
above sets. Similarly for F .

These submatrices of D are prefetched before computations are
started. Submatrices of F are used to update the distributed, global F .



Reorder shells for locality using a space filling curve
Elements of D required
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64 node partitioning
Protein with 617 basis functions

shell quartet communication ave comm/node ave comm/node
balance balance (submatrices) (kB)

(Mi ,Nj | :, :) 8x8 3.81 1.36 40731.3 633.6
(Mi , : |Pk , :) 8x8 2.01 1.57 42789.4 665.7
(Mi ,Nj |Pk , :) 4x4x4 7.71 4.71 18093.6 281.5
(Mi ,Nj |Pk ,Ql) 4x4x2x2 11.38 4.98 16629.7 258.7

(Mi , : |Pk , :) 8x8 1.15 1.37 35674.4 555.0

Alkane with 1930 basis functions

shell quartet communication ave comm/node ave comm/node
balance balance (submatrices) (kB)

(Mi ,Nj | :, :) 8x8 6.37 3.09 82484.9 1283.1
(Mi , : |Pk , :) 8x8 1.07 1.25 84447.5 1313.7
(Mi ,Nj |Pk , :) 4x4x4 4.26 4.79 40707.0 633.3
(Mi ,Nj |Pk ,Ql) 4x4x2x2 8.01 7.32 37533.6 583.9

(Mi , : |Pk , :) 8x8 1.03 1.20 80027.0 1245.0



Additional complication
Find the partitioning of the Fock matrix at the same time.

So far, we use geometric information for partitioning the Fock matrix.



Additional complication
Shell quartets are not created equal. Need “weights” for the tasks.

Cost of computing a shell quartet varies widely. Cost depends on:
basis functions comprising the integral, total angular momentum of the
basis functions, degree of contraction of the basis functions.

If the cost can be modeled as the product of four factors, then can use
previous approach to partition the total work.



Primitives and Contractions

Contracted function is a linear combination of primitive Gaussians:
fA = Âi cAicAi

Contracted ERI as sum of primitive ERI:

(fAfB|fCfD) =
KA

Â
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Figure: Jensen 2007



Improved scalability of Hartree-Fock calculations
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1hsg 38 with 3555 basis functions on Stampede (16 cores per node)



Concluding Thoughts
Open problem: partitioning shell quartets for distributed construction of
Fock matrices.

I Hypergraph partitioning could help evaluate and find new
approaches for partitioning shell quartets.

I How to best use geometric information for partitioning shell
quartets?

I Hierarchically combine geometric partitioning (for grouping shell
quartets, e.g., 4-D partitions) with hypergraph partitioning?
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